
Wizarding World of Harry Potter Tips 

Chimney Sweep Elf Sign: Spell 'Locomotor Chimney
Sweep'. The hidden image on the map is of a house
elf. Go to the Dystyl Phaelanges window and look
upwards and to the right for the sign . Cast your spell
pointing up and you will see a chimney sweep elf
climbing up the chimney and some smoke pop out the
chimney.
Dystyl Phaelanges: Spell 'Moving Skeleton'. The
hidden image on the map is a skeleton. Head to Dystyl
Phaelanges shop. Raise your wand and make the
skeleton copy your movements.
Noggin and Bonce: Spell 'Mimblewimble'. The hidden
image on the map is the shrunken heads. head to
Noggin and Bonce and cast the spell to stop the
chatty shrunken heads from singing. 
Tallow and Hemp Toxic Tapers: Spell 'Incendio". The
hidden image on the map is a poisonous candle. Head
to Tallow and Hemp Toxic Tapers shop and look for a
bird in a cage. Cast your spell and watch the bird
suffer different ill effects every time you cast the spell
- including boils!
Trackleshanks Locksmith: Spell 'Alohomora'. The
hidden image is a spider on the map. Cast your spell
outside the locksmith's to unlock the door. Peer closer
as the door unlocks for a surprise - a sudden blast of
air!

2 Hidden Spells 
1) Outside Slug and Jiggers Apothecary look for a barrel
of dragon dung. Wave your interactive wand in the shape
of a triangle and watch the dragon dung bomb bubble and
steam to release a smell into Diagon Alley.

2) Visit Scribbulus Writing Implements on Horizont Alley
and go to the right hand window, where there is a blank
piece of parchment paper. (The left window has a marked
magical spot) Aim your wand at the parchment, and make
the shape of of a triangle without the bottom line, like
this ^ then do the same backwards. Watch as an
advertisment of invisible ink appears. You can try the
spell again for more hidden words.
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At the fountain in Diagon Alley, there is an Aquamenti
spell to make the frog spout water. However, the spell
also causes an arch of water to descend on the spell
caster too - causing them to get slightly wet.

If you call the Goblin at the Money Exchange in Diagon
Alley a house elf he replies grumpily!

Look up outside Weasleys' Wizard Wheezes at the large
Weasley's hat. It magically shows a rabbit which
disappears again.

Diagon Alley

Hogsmeade

Other tips

If you dial 62442 (MAGIC) in the red phone box in London,
you can hear the Ministry of Magic speak.

Ask the staff at London's King Cross station how to find
Platform 9 3/4. They may look very confused!

At King's Cross Station, as you walk through main the
queue towards Platform 9 3/4 there is a trick mirror that
makes it appear you're walking through the wall between
Platforms 9 and 10.

Visit the Knight Bus and chat to Stan the conductor and
Dre Head the shrunken head - he will chat to you directly.

You can catch a glimpse of Kreacher the house elf at 12
Grimmauld Place every few mins as he peeks out the
window. You don't need to knock- he comes out on a timer.

Change Muggle money to WIzarding notes at the Money
Exchange.

Moaning Myrtle haunts a bathroom in Hogsmeade.

You can buy Wizarding World postcards and stamps
exclusive to Universal's Wizarding World and post them
from the post office in Hogsmeade. They should have an
exclusive postmark.

Look for the Three Broomsticks window in the alley to the
left of the restaurant’s entrance. You'll hear dishes being
washed and kitchen clangs and bangs.

Don't forget to see the Frog Choir and Triwizard Spirit Rally
at Hogsmeade!

Wand Choosing Ceremony at Ollivanders.

The mirror in Madame Malkin's talks to you.

Purchase a Pygmy Puff in Weasleys Wizard
Wheezes and staff ring a bell and do a naming
ceremony.

The Leaky Cauldron sign really leaks. Just a small
drip by the crack
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